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Abstract
The protection industry is enormous and plays an essential role in the financial market.
However, there are cumbersome paperwork and claim procedures in the traditional way, which
is unfriendly for users. However, with the increasing development of blockchain technology,
things can become more efficient and secure under smart contract settings. Combining highadvanced tech and time-honored protection products gives birth to DEGIS, our integrated
decentralized protection platform.
Please read the disclaimer [1] and terms and conditions [2] before reading the whitepaper.
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Introduction

As the fundamental part of the financial market, protection has a considerable market volume.
Related products such as delay and accident protection have effectively hedged various risks.
Nevertheless, companies need to hire sales associates to investigate personal information about
customers before offering protection products in the traditional market. Also, there are rather
complex paperwork and cumbersome claim procedures, limiting protection application scenarios.
With DeFi infrastructure, smart contracts will play sales associates’ roles based on their
immutable and forced automatic execution characteristics. We want to build a platform where
anyone can put their money to behave like a protection provider. In this way, providers can
easily help cover others’ risks without complicated verification and settlement procedures.
This paper presents DEGIS, a novel integrated decentralized protection platform that entitles
liquidity providers and insureds to more flexible risk covering options with lower costs and
higher returns. Technical advantages of blockchain and the big data analysis model benefit each
participant engaged in DEGIS. Besides, DEGIS offers several significant features:
• Multiple coverages of on-chain and off-chain products
• Concentrated pool to aggregate capital and liquidity
• Secondary market to promote circulation
• NFT attributes and lottery mechanism
We think that there will be four types of protection in the market in the future: Token
Model, NFT Model, Meta Model, and DAO Model. These four kinds of protection have
different advantages and disadvantages and correspond to different usage scenarios. Through the
interpretation, analysis, and practice of these four types of protection, DEGIS hopes to be the
pioneer of decentralized protection.
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Token Model

Token model protection is to tokenize homogenized events. Homogenized events mean that
the probability of the occurrence of the events has no relation with the identities of the parties
to the protection but is only related to objective external conditions. The protection of events
can be traded in the market freely.
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Figure 2.1: Workflow of the protection token system

2.1

Shield

Shield is a USDC-collateral stable coin that is generated by and used in Degis protocol. One
Shield is fully collateralized by one USDC which means that Degis protocol should stake one
USDC to mint one Shield. When a user puts in certain stable coins, Degis will call DEX protocol
like Platypus and Curve to swap the stable coins to USDC and use the USDC to mint the equal
amount of Shield. If a user puts in USDC, we will directly mint Shield for the user.
Degis will integrate Platypus first and support the following stable coins: DAI.e, FRAX,
MIM, USDC, USDC.e, USDT, USDT.e. Then we will integrate Curve and support other stable
coins like YUSD.

2.2

Creation and Destruction of Protection Token

To mint a protection token for a certain event, one needs to make a full mortgage, which means
staking the maximum potential payout to mint one protection token. The potential payout is
staked in the policy pool. The minted protection tokens are fungible tokens and can be exchanged
and transferred.
The staked potential payout in the policy pool is controlled by smart contracts. If the
certain event happens at the expiry date,then the protection token holders can use their tokens
to claim the payout. If the certain event does not happen at the expiry date, the staked money
can be claimed back by creators.
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Before the expiry date, creators can redeem their staked money by burning the protection
tokens. The maximum total amount of redeeming is the total amount of protection tokens that
the creators have ever minted.

2.3

Transaction of Protection Token

Since protection tokens are fungible tokens, we use AMM swap pools to trade protection tokens
with other tokens. The swap mechanism is same as Uniswap V2. When someone wants to swap
tokens in the pool, the product of the amount of tokens on two sides remains unchanged [3]. The
transaction fee will be charged when the trader putting the tokens in the one side of the swap
pool, which is 5 % at DEGIS platform currently. 3% will be used to reward liquidity providers
and 2% will be put into the income sharing pool. DEGIS will be the first one to provide liquidity
for both sides based on our pricing model, then the pool will star running and the price is decided
by the market.
Creators can sell their protection tokens and earn profits. If the certain event according to
the protection policy does not happen at the expiry date, creators can get back their staked
money and these profits will be the final earnings. If the event does happen, they will lose their
originally staked money. Some cautious creators may repurchase the protection tokens after
selling, and redeem their staked money to avoid loss of principal.
Creators can also choose to be liquidity providers by putting the paired tokens in both side
of the swap pool. In this way, they can earn low-risk transaction fees. The risk for liquidity
providers is that if the price of the protection tokens fluctuates a lot, the impermanence loss
may be larger than earned transaction fees. To avoid possible large impermanence loss near the
expiry date, DEGIS will close the swap pool several days before the expiry date (locking period).
Traders can not swap in the pool during locking period, but liquidity providers can withdraw
their liquidity.

2.4

Initial Matching

The traditional AMM pool needs the first liquidity provider to set the price, but the fair price
is hard to determine. To solve this problem, Degis will use the initial matching mechanism.
Before the trading period, there will be a deposit period. Liquidity providers can freely
deposit or withdraw stable coins into the pool and set the expected price for the protection token.
The final price will be the weighted price of each LP according to the deposited amount. In this
way, all LPs’ decisions can push the price towards the fair price without a real transaction. After
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the deposit period, the pool will be settled at the final ratio. 1+P
of the deposit stable coins will
be used to create protection tokens, where P is the final price. The created protection tokens
and left stable coins will be used to initially set the AMM pool.
After the deposit period, liquidity providers will get initial LP tokens according to their
deposit amounts. The initial LP tokens are different from normal ones. There will be a mining
pool dedicated to initial LP token holders, while the holders can also choose to mine in the
normal mining pool.
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Liquidity providers can get DEG tokens from the later LPs, and should also pay DEG to
the earlier LPs. The DEG amount to be paid is 1% of the total amount of protection tokens
and stable coins to deposit. The paid DEG will be shared by the earlier LPs and the liquidity
provider according to their proportions in the pool.

2.5

An Example of Token Model — Price Protection

The crypto market has a large variation, and investors may suffer a huge loss within a short
period. To help investors hedge the extra risk, DEGIS issues a new kind of protection upon
token price fluctuation.
The policy event is if the price of a certain token falls below the price of the starting time at
the expiry time. The trading period lasts for 15 days and the locking period lasts for 5 days, so
the starting time to expiry time is 20 days.
There is a set of naming methods for protection tokens. For example, AVAX90L2104 means
that this is a protection token for AVAX and can get a payout if the price of AVAX is lower than
$ 90 on 21st April. Protection tokens can start to be minted 20 days before the expiry date.
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NFT Model

We set a public protection pool here on DEGIS, where liquidity providers can enter it acting
as protection providers. Each protection would be activated by the platform and backed by
the liquidity pool. It is very convenient for users with different needs and helps concentrate
capital and liquidity. We get a relatively precise prediction on expected payoff through big data
analysis, which supports us in offering a low and competitive price in the protection market. On
the other hand, the protection status automatically updates through decentralized oracles, i.e.,
trustworthy third-party off-chain data service providers. The payoff will be settled immediately
once the protection is due. Compared to salespeople, smart contracts can reduce manual costs
and dramatically optimize user experience.
Our protection product will be packaged as NFT(Non-fungible token), with users’ basic
information. Once submit the protection order, the corresponding NFT will be minted and sent
to the user’s wallet directly. On the one hand, such non-fungible tokens have the connotation of
protection service with certain intrinsic values. On the other hand, the NFT will not be burnt
if backing protection does not expire. Users can keep it for collection and would be able to
exchange discounts for other DEGIS designs in the future.

3.1
3.1.1

Provide Liquidity in the Protection Pool
Why Provide Liquidity on DEGIS

• Easy to enter, easy to earn.
• Permissionless to enter and exit.
• Stable premium income based on statistics.
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Figure 3.1: Workflow of the DEGIS platform
• Additional token incentives.
3.1.2

How to Provide

As a liquidity provider, or protection provider on DEGIS, you can get quick, upfront, and
stable premiums from buyers by staking your money into the protection pool. The DEGIS
platform will publish and sell protection policies for you. There is no minimum entry requirement,
and you are free to exit at any time to withdraw all your liquidity. Profit or loss will be settled
at the time of withdrawal, which is proportional to the staking time and amount.
3.1.3

Risks and Benefits

Pooled liquidity is designed to reduce risks for individual liquidity providers. Big data analysis
and advanced machine learning models help ensure stable income. In the appendix section, we
provide some numerical simulation results for reference.

3.2
3.2.1

Buy Protection
Why Buy Protection on DEGIS

• Fair, transparent and automated.
• No central controller and disputing about policies.
• Simple operation and instant settlement.
• Rational price and significant payoff.
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3.2.2

Risks and Benefits

Users should be well aware of the risks of protection products before buying them. We would
offer a relatively low price and high payoff to attract insureds in need.

3.3

Concentrated Liquidity

Different kinds of protection products will be backed by one same liquidity pool on DEGIS.
Liquidity providers enter this pool to provide protection services and earn premiums.

4
4.1

Meta Model
Aggregator

On-chain protection products, including NFT Model protection and Token Model Protection,
can be traded in Meta Market which is an aggregator. Not only products from Degis, but
on-chain protection protocols from other platforms can be called in Meta Market. Through Meta
Market, in addition to helping users achieve simple functions such as one-stop order placement
and price comparison, it can also perform advanced functions such as AI protection portfolio.

4.2

Customized Protection Contract

DEGIS Meta Protection will empower users to maker their own smart contracts to generate
customized protection. Nowadays, all protection contracts are fully developed by institutions.
Users can not customize their own needed protection but can only accept institution-prepared
contracts. Users can quickly generate their our protection by setting simple variables, including
payout conditions, value setting, execution schedule, etc. Then they can sell the protection or
request order in Meta Market.
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DAO Model

DEGIS will provide users an easy way to form a protection mutual DAO which is backed by
smart contracts. DAO members can jointly set the DAO entrance threshold and the regular
membership fees. They can also formulate DAO’s own payout rules and verification method.

6
6.1

Price Protection
Creator

To mint a protection token, one needs to stake one Shield, making a full mortgage of the
payout. The Shield is the potential payout and staked in the policy pool. The minted protection
tokens are fungible tokens and can be exchanged and transferred. If the protection event happens
at the expiry date, then the protection token holders can use their tokens to claim the payout.
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Figure 6.1: Workflow of the token price protection
If the certain event does not occur at the expiry date, the staked money can be claimed back
by creators. Before the expiry date, creators can redeem their staked money by burning the
protection tokens. The maximum total amount of redeeming is the total amount of protection
tokens that the creators have ever minted.

6.2

Buyer

The holder can get one Shield for one holding protection token, if the protection event occurs.
For example, a protection event for a protection token is that AVAX price drops below $90 at
the expiry date, if the current price of AVAX is $90. If the price of AVAX is below $90 at the
expiry date, then the protection token holders can claim Shield using protection tokens.

6.3

Seller

The seller should stake one Shield in the policy pool to get one protection token. Then the
seller can sell the protection token in the AMM policy pool, a trading pair composed of Shield
and protection token. Continue with the example, if AVAX is higher than $90 at the expiry date,
the seller can get back the staked Shield, and the income from the sale of the protection tokens
is the profit. If AVAX is lower than $90 at the expiry date, the staked Shield of the seller will be
paid to the buyer.

6.4

Liquidity provider

Liquidity providers provide liquidity to the AMM pool, which means staking both Shield and
protection tokens in the AMM pool. The transaction fee of the AMM pool is 5%. 3% is given to
the liquidity providers, and 2% is given to the income sharing pool.
To become a liquidity provider, one can create some protection tokens and provide these tokens
with extra stable coins into the swap pool, or buy some protection tokens from the swap pool
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and provide liquidity. Liquidity providers will be able to have the $DEG farming reward.
Like all AMM pools, when the ratio of two tokens in the pool changes, liquidity providers will
have impermanent loss. For example, if only A provides 100 Shield and 200 protection tokens
into the pool. B uses 10 Shield to swap 18.18 protection tokens. Then A can withdraw 110
Shield and 181.82 protection tokens. The change of token amounts leads to impermanent loss.
Liquidity providers can cover the loss by getting transaction fees. The more active the pool, the
more liquidity providers earn.

6.5

Initial matching

Before the trading period, there will be a deposit period. Liquidity providers can freely deposit
or withdraw stable coins into the pool and set the expected price for the protection token. The
final price will be the weighted price of each LP according to the deposited amount. After the
deposit period, part of the deposit stable coins will be used to create protection tokens and the
AMM pool will be set at the final ratio.
After the deposit period, liquidity providers will get initial LP tokens according to their deposit
amounts. The initial LP tokens are different from normal ones. There will be a mining pool
dedicated to initial LP token holders, while the holders can also choose to mine in the normal
mining pool.
Liquidity providers can get DEG tokens from the later LPs, and should also pay DEG to the
earlier LPs. The DEG amount to be paid is 1% of the total amount of protection tokens and
stable coins to deposit. The paid DEG will be share by the earlier LPs and the liquidity provider
according to their propotions in the pool.

6.6

Time cycle

The whole time cycle for one term protection is 16 days. The first day is the deposit period
for initial matching. The following 14 days are the normal trading period. After the stop of the
trading period, protection tokens can not be created, redeemed, bought, or sold. All protection
tokens are locked to wait for the settlement at the expiry date. The LP token mining is still
undergoing during the locking period.
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7

Protocol Protection

7.1

Protocols to Provide Protection

veDEG holders can propose and vote on whether Degis platform will cover a protocol together
with its initial Annualized Premium and Maximum Coverage Ratio. If over 50% veDEG vote in
favor, Degis will provide protection to that protocol.

7.2

Underwriter (Protection Seller)

Underwriters can stake their Shield into Reinsurance Pool and get Reinsurance Pool LP tokens.
They can stake Reinsurance Pool LP tokens into different insurance pools to generate extra
rewards. But it also means that underwriters will take a higher risk of this protocol’s smart
contract security incidents if they choose to stake Reinsurance LP token in to that specific
insurance pool.
The premium reward will increase linearly with the increase of the lock up period. If underwriters choose to lock for one year, they will get twice the mining rate.
It should be noted that when the total sum assured is X, and the minimum of the Maximum
Coverage Ratio among all protocols is m, X
m amount of funds will be locked in the reinsurance
pool and unable to withdraw.
If a payout event occurs, e.g. Protocol A is being hacked:
• if Protocol Pool A has the enough amount to cover the payout, then the corresponding
amount of Reinsurance Pool LP tokens in Insurance Pool A will be burned. Meanwhile,
the real asset, Shield in Reinsurance Pool, will be used for the payout. The stakers can use
LP tokens of Insurance Pool A to claim the remaining Reinsurance Pool LP tokens.
• If Protocol Pool A does not have enough amount to cover the payout, then all Reinsurance
Pool LP tokens in Insurance Pool A will be burned and the corresponding Shield will be
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used to payout first. The insufficient part will come out of the Reinsurance Pool too, but
no Reinsurance Pool LP tokens are burned. Then, one Reinsurance Pool LP token can
claim less than one Shield, which means all Reinsurance Pool LPs share the remaining
payout.

7.3

Protection Buyer

If a buyer want to buy protection for protocol A, the premium he has to pay for protocol A
with the covered days D and annualized premium a% is:
P remium =

D
× X × a%
365

All the premium will be paid with the native token of protocol A.
If the event occurs,( i.e. If protocol A has a smart contract security event which is reported
and verified), the protection buyer can claim X shield as compensation. When the total cover
amount is equal to the funds in the reinsurance pool multiply the Maximum Coverage Ratio, the
insurance will no longer be available for purchase.

7.4

Premium Distribution

The premium is charged in the form of the project native tokens. 50% of which will be
exchanged to Shield and become the yield income of Reinsurance Pool. 45% of which will be the
yield income of protocol Insurance Pools directly. And 5% will be charged as the platform fee.
The premium will be linearly distributed, for example, if the the insurance buyer purchase a 30
days insurance, then the yield income will be distributed in 30 days.

7.5
7.5.1

Dynamic Premium
Dynamic Premiums That Change with the Market

For a new protocol, The initial base premium is set by all the veDEG holders, the annualized
premium in the first 48 hours is fixed at the base premium. After 48 hours, the premium price
will be determined by the market. The amount of Reinsurance Pool LP tokens in each protocol
Insurance Pool can also influence the price. Assume the annualised base premium is a%, total
Reinsurance Pool LP tokens in protocol Insurance Pools is T, Reinsurance Pool LP tokens in
Insurance Pool A is TA . The sum assured of all protocols is Assureds um, and the assured of
protocol A is AssuredA , then the dynamic premium will be:
DynamicAnnualizedP remium =

7.5.2

AssuredA
Assuredsum
TA
T

× a%

Repricing the Base Premium

In the meantime, both the community and third-party auditing companies can propose repricing
the base premium (i.e. Repricing a%), the approval of the repricing proposal will be decided by
veDEG holders.
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7.6

Report and Payout

Users can stake 1000 DEG to report a protocol security event. If the report is verified to be
true, the first reporter will be rewarded with 10% of the platform income of the reported protocol
in Shield. If the report is verified to be false, the staked 1000 DEG will be rewarded to users
who voted against.
After reporting, users can use DEG to vote on the authenticity of the report. For the voting,
several third-party auditors will share 20% of the voting weight. Degis protocol will have 10% of
the voting weight. The remaining 70% of the voting weight belongs to veDEG holders.
If more than 50% of the votes believe the event to be true, the report is deemed true, the
platform will payout compensation to insurance buyers.For voters who voted against them, they
need to pay P amount of DEG to redeem their voting veDEG as punishment for wrongly voting,
which will be used to reward voters who are in favor. The number of DEG punishment P is
determined as follows:
veDEG used to vote
∗ 20%
P =
100
If less than or euqal to 50% of the votes are in favor of payout, then the reported is considered
to be false and voters who are in favor need to pay P amount DEG when redeem their voting
veDEG as the reward for voters who vote against. Staked DEG of the first reporters will be
rewarded to voters who vote against as well.

7.7

Report Time Period

If someone reports a protocol security issue, the platform will start the claims process, starting
with a 3-day calm down period for all platform users and third-party auditing companies to
investigate this incident. When the clam down period ends, the voting period will be opened,
and all veDEG holders can participate in the voting.
Voting Period will be 3+1+1 days:
• The initial voting period is 3 days. If the voting result does not change within the last 24
hours, the final result will be determined.
• If the voting result changes at least once in the last 24 hours, the voting period will be
extended by 1 day; if the voting result does not change on the fourth day, the result will
be finalized.
• If the voting result on the fourth day changes again, it will be extended to the fifth day.
Regardless of whether the result is changed or not, the voting period will not be extended,
and the voting result of the fifth day will be finalized.
When the voting period ends, if the event is voted to be true, the claim period will open for all
insurance buyers to claim their compensations.
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8

Ecosystem

8.1

Tokenomics

DEG is the protocol token of DEGIS and its total supply is 100 million. Detailed distribution
proportion is designed as follows:
• User Incentives: 40%
40 million DEG in total. To incentivize consumers, sellers, trader and liquidity providers
on Degis platform. Released according to uesrs’ participation on Degis platform.
• Team: 12%
12 million DEG in total. Locked for 15 months once DEGIS launched on mainnet and then
released quarterly in 15 months.
• Growth Fund: 12%
12 million DEG in total. Mainly used for airdrop, marketing, CEX liquidity and business
network. 2 million DEG are released at TGE. 10 million DEG are released quarterly in 24
months.
• Advisory: 3%
Same locking mechanism with the team.
• Eco Grant: 5%
Total release in Angel Round is 5 million DEG. Locked for 12 months once DEGIS launched
on mainnet and then released quarterly in 12 months.
• Seed Round: 16%
Total release in Seed Round is 16 million DEG. 10% of which are released at TGE, and
90% locked for 12 months once DEGIS launched on mainnet and then released quarterly in
12 months.
• Strategic Round: 3%
Total release in Strategic Round is 3 million DEG. 12.5% of which are released at TGE, and
87.5% locked for 12 months once DEGIS launched on mainnet and then released quarterly
in 12 months.
• Public Sale: 2%
Total release in Public Sale is 2 million DEG. 50% are released at TGE, no cliff, and 5%
are released weekly.
• Exchange Liquidity: 2%
Total release in DEX liquidity is 2 million DEG. To provide token liquidity in exchanges.
100% released at TGE.
• Reserves: 5%
5 million DEG in total. Used for emergency events(decided by the community).
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8.2

Income Sharing

Users can stake their veDEG (please refer to 6.6.3) in the income sharing pool to mine Shield.
The staked veDEG still has the same effect on boosting the DEG mining rate. The distributed
income will be shared according to the veDEG staked amount. Users need to unstake veDEG
from the income sharing pool before unstaking the DEG from the veDEG generating pool.
The reward rate of the income sharing pool updates every 15 days. The rate is set to distribute
80% of the current balance of the income sharing pool linearly over the next 15 days. Once set,
the rate will be fixed in the term. The new coming income during this term will be calculated
into the rewards for the next term.

8.3

Treasury Box

Users can buy lucky tickets with DEG to participate in the treasury box. Users will have a
chance to win huge amount of DEG by guessing the right number. Each lucky ticket costs 10
DEG, and there is no limit to the number of lucky tickets purchased by individuals. 80% of the
DEG paid by people buying tickets for that round and the DEG flows from the last round goes
back into the prize pools, the remaining 20% goes to the next round.
Paying for one ticket will give users a random 4-digit combination with each digit being
between 0-9, for e.g. “0-3-3-2”. Match numbers from the left to win prizes,one ticket can only
get the reward for guessing the maximum number of digits.
The prizes distributed as follows:
• Match first 1 from left: All the winner will share 10% of the total prize pool
• Match first 2 from left: All the winner will share 20% of the total prize pool
• Match first 3 from left: All the winner will share 30% of the total prize pool
• Match all number: All the winner will share 40% of the total prize pool
After every round, if nobody wins in one of the prize brackets, the unclaimed DEG for that
bracket rolls over into the next round and are redistributed among the prize pools.

8.4

Purchase Incentive

To change the unreasonable status quo that many protocols have a large TVL but a small
transaction volume, DEGIS brings out the unique purchase incentive mechanism. Users can get
buyer tokens, which are fungible tokens when they consume on the DEGIS platform. The amount
is equal to the USD they consume. Users can deposit their buyer tokens in the incentive pool. The
pool will burn the deposited buyer tokens every 24 hours and reward DEG to buyers according
to their deposit share. Users can withdraw their buyer tokens freely before the daily burn. We
hope to build a more efficient and cyclical ecosystem by applying this unique mechanism.
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8.5

Liquidity Incentives (Farming)

The Degis platform itself is simply a blockchain protocol that, by design, does not offer any
resources for utilization. As such, in for the protocol to perform its core function of providing
discretionary mutual cover, users would need to be incentivized to stake their digital asset (e.g.
USDT, Protection Token) into the mutual cover pools for the product so that buyers may obtain
protection tokens. As compensation for opportunity costs and risk incurred, these stakers would
be rewarded with DEG (i.e. ”mining” on the Degis platform), according to each user’s relative
contribution after various adjustment and correction parameters.
For the mining of naughty price pools, the total daily reward is related to the TVL (total
value locked) of naughty price. The increase of daily reward is stepped. When TVL reaches a
certain amount, the total daily reward will jump to a higher level.
The reward proportion that each naughty pool can allocate is determined according to their
TVLs at the end of Initial Matching. For a naughty token pool, there are two mining pools —
IM pool and normal pool. The reward distribution weights of them are 1.2× and 1× separately.

8.6

Staking

8.6.1

Stake DEG

DEG will be rewarded to stakers who stake their DEG. Holders can set a lock-up period to
increase the allocation weight. The original weight for flexible staking is 1×, and the weight
increases linearly to 2× when the lock-up time increases to 12 months. The rewarded DEG
consists of two parts. One comes from the liquidity rewards planned by DEGIS team and the
community. Another comes from the redistributed deposit fee, which is charged 2% of the deposit
amount at the staking time.
8.6.2

veDEG

Liquidity providers can receive additional DEG tokens from the Boosting Pool by owning
veDEG which can be generated by staking DEG. The following shows some rules for veDEG:
• 1 staked DEG generates 0.023 veDEG every hour
• Maximum veDEG held with a deposit is 100 times DEG staked for the deposit
• Upon unstaking DEG, veDEG drops to 0
• veDEG is non-transferable and non-tradeable
The weight function for the boosting pool is defined as:
w=

p
deposit ∗ veDEG

The total DEG emission in the pool is based on team discretion or governance voting, and
is independent of the size of the pool.
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Normally, to earn the maximum amount of veDEG costs 6 months’ staking. One can choose
stake and lock DEG for 12 months, and get the maximum amount of veDEG immediately.

8.7

Governance

To promote decentralized community governance for the network, DEG would allow holders to
propose and vote on governance proposals to determine future features and/or parameters of the
Degis platform. After governance launch there will be no individual or corporate entity or other
active promoter, sponsor, or group or affiliated party that maintains sole control over the Degis
platform.
The right to vote is restricted solely to voting on features of the Degis platform; it does not
entitle DEG holders to vote on the operation and management of the Company, its affiliates, or
their assets or the disposition of such assets to token holders, or select the board of directors of
these entities, or determine the development direction of these entities, nor does DEG constitute
any equity interest in any of these entities or any collective investment scheme; the arrangement
is not intended to be any form of joint venture or partnership.
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Roadmap
Q3 2021
• Feasibility Research
• Data Analysis
• Protection Product Development

Q4 2021
• Smart Contract Development
• Website Release
• Social Media Release
• Community Building
• Testnet Phase 1

Q1 2022
• Auditing
• Testnet Phase 2
• IDO & TGE
• DEX & CEX Listing
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• Partnership with Avalanche Eco projects

Q2 2022
• Mainnet Launch
• Price Protection
• Avalanche Major Tokens Protection

Q3 2022
• Protocol Protection
• Metaverse & GameFi add-ins

Q4 2022
• Initial Launch of Meta Market
• Community Governance

Q1-Q2 2023
• All-in-one Protection Aggregation
• Community Designed Products

Q3 2023
• DAO Model Protection
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